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Abstract
This protocol describes an integration of the Non-invasive Micro-test Technique and Oxygen Optrode \
(NMT-OO) to quantify rhizosphere oxygen �uxes in Arabidopsis. The optrode has high sensitivity and
selectivity in the measurement of oxygen concentrations and �uxes at the cellular level. In particular,
application of the NMT-OO using the self-referencing method avoids environmental electromagnetic noise
and hysteresis/calibration drift, providing extremely high signal-to-noise ratios for measuring biophysical
transport. We successfully applied this technique to measure rhizosphere oxygen �uxes and metabolism
in intact roots of Arabidopsis plants. The system we describe here is a simple and reliable method for
measuring oxygen �uxes in plants and has other broad applications in cytological studies.

Introduction
Oxygen is one of the most fundamental elements for animals, plants, fungi, and bacterial systems. Real-
time measurement of oxygen concentration, transport, and respiration in living cells is crucial to
answering physiological questions of development, metabolism, and stress response. There have been
signi�cant efforts to measure oxygen transport and metabolism in living cells and tissues1,2,3,4. Early
efforts were based on polarograghic electrochemical approaches where a current is measured as a
function of oxygen reduction. These electrode-based methods all face limitations because of
susceptibility to electromagnetic interference, convective artifacts, and calibration drift, which create high
background noise5 and a requirement for constant recalibration. It is possible to partially alleviate
convective artifacts from the electrode-based methods by reducing the diameter of an electrode and
covering the electrode by a gas-permeable membrane5 but this in turn increases the susceptibility to
electromagnetic noise. The self-referencing technique can provide a reliable solution to measuring the
analytes �ux associated with living cells. To monitor oxygen �ux and respiratory activity in single cells
or/and tissues, microelectrode-based electrochemical polarographic methods were adapted in the last
decade3,6,7,8. However, the electrochemical microelectrode approach still suffered from experimental
artifacts when high sensitivity and accuracy of measurement are required because the electrode
sensitivity to electromagnetic noise, fouling, and calibration drift. Therefore, an optical sensor, the so-
called optrode \(optical electrode), was developed to minimize these disadvantages9,10,11,12. An optrode
is an optical �ber with a speci�c �uorescence dye \(platinum tetrakis penta�uorophenyl porphyrin or
PtTFPP in this study), immobilized on the tip of a tapered �ber optic10. The PtTFPP is excited by blue
light \(505 nm), and the red emission �uorescence signal \(640 nm) is conducted through the �ber and
recorded by optical equipment. The concentration of analytes, oxygen in this case, changes the lifetime
and intensity of the �uorescence signals9,10. These measurable characters of �uorescence signals re�ect
the concentration of the analyte in a linear relationship \(Box 1). The application of an optical �ber
prevents corrosion of metallic probes in buffers or physiologic solutions, and the recording of light
signals minimizes electromagnetic noise. Furthermore, the measurement of �uorescence duration has
signi�cant advantages over measurement of �uorescence intensity, in terms of stability and
photobleaching of �uorescence dyes 9,10. Based on applying the principles of frequency domain lifetime
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approaches, shifts in the phase angle of �uorescence signals are measured for the NMT-OO system. The
NMT can provide non-invasive measurement of the �ux of analytes in living cells and tissues. Based on
Fick’s law _\[J = –D\(ΔC/ΔX)]_, we can calculate the �ux rate _\(J)_ by measuring concentration
differences _\(ΔC)_ using a microsensor, which oscillates between two positions_ \(ΔX)_, if the diffusion
coe�cient _\(D)_ is known10. In the current study, we used a newly developed oxygen-speci�c optrode
with high sensitivity and a high signal-to-noise ratio \(SNR). Furthermore, when using an optrode with
NMS, there is no need to use a reference electrode, and thus the system is simple to construct. This
construction helps in decreasing experimental artifacts and errors \(Box 2). The oxygen transport and
respiratory activity of plant cell tissues re�ect spatial and temporal information about the physiological
responses of cell metabolism and stress responses11. Here we compared oxygen metabolism and �ux
rate on the root surface of wild-type \(WT) Arabidopsis and mutant lines of the atrbohD/F double mutant,
which lacks the expression of membrane-localized NADPH-oxidase, resulting in a reduced rate of root
elongation by inhibition of cell expansion and growth13,14. We also compared rhizosphere oxygen �ux
rate in light- and dark-grown Arabidopsis seedlings, which show different elongation rates in the
elongation zone 15. These results documented differences in respiratory oxygen �ux that correlate with
root growth, and con�rm the NMT-OO approach as a low-cost, easy-to-use instrument for detecting
oxygen transport and metabolism with high sensitivity and a high SNR. The following is a detailed
protocol for the complete construction of this optrode-based NMT and measurement of rhizosphere
oxygen �ux in Arabidopsis seedlings.

Reagents
 ½ Murashige and Skoog \(½MS) medium \(Sigma-Aldrich) with 0.4% phytagel \(Sigma-Aldrich)

containing 1% sucrose for dark-grown seedlings. Caution\! Autoclave after combining to avoid
contamination.  ½ MS liquid medium. Caution\! The liquid medium contains the same components as
the solid medium without phytagel to avoid additional stress. Critical\! Wash the optrode with distilled
water very carefully, avoiding crystallization of salts and contamination from sucrose.  Calibration
medium: ½ MS medium bubbled with pure N2 \(0% O2) or air \(21% O2) in an Erlenmeyer �ask, or other
kind of container with a narrow neck. Caution\! N2 bubbling should last at least 30 minutes to completely
expel the oxygen from the medium.

Equipment
 Light-emitting diode \(LED): A LED lamp provides blue light \(403–405 nm) to excite the �uorescence

dye immobilized on the tip of the optrode.  LED power: An ampli�er can provide stable voltage signals to
the LED light source. In our equipment, we used the SRS 530 ampli�er \(SRS, USA) as the power supplier.
 Laser coupler: A band-pass optical �lter \(Edmund Optics, USA) prevents nonspeci�c light reaching the

�uorescent dye on the optrode tip. The emitted �uorescent light from the optrode is in the red color range,
and thus a red color �lter \(Edmund Optics) was used in the light path to obtain pure �uorescence
signals. LED, LED Power and Laser Coupler were installed by ScienceWares, Inc., MA.  MicroTip-Fiber
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Optic Oxygen Sensor, World Precision Instruments; Cat. Number 501656: The �ber sensor is 140 µm long
tapering to a sharp sensor tip with a diameter of 50 µm housed inside a steel needle \
(http://www.wpiinc.cn/en/Products/Browse-By-Category-en/Biosensingen/Oxygen-Measurement-
en/MicroTip-Fiber-Optic-Oxygen-Sensor.html). Alternatively, the company Ocean Optics Sensors \(USA)
also provides optical microsensors. \(See
http://www.oceanopticssensors.com/products/sensorprobes.htm.) Critical\! Two types of optrodes are
on the market, a tapered tip and �at-broken tip microsensor. The tapered tip optrode provides higher
spatial and temporal resolution, while the �at-broken tip optrode has higher light stability.  Optical �ber:
Optical �bers guide the light path in this optrode system. No special requirement for the �bers. 
Photomultiplier tube \(PMT): The PMT is a special electron tube that can transduct the weak light signals
into measureable electric signals via application of the photoelectric effect and secondary emission
ability of electrons. A current type of photomultiplier consists of a photoemissive cathode \(sensitive to
even a single photon) followed by an electron multiplier \(in high vacuum) and an electron collector \
(anode). Several companies provide PMT devices with high sensitivity and high SNR. We combined a
PMT \(Hamamatsu, Japan) into our system.  PMT power: To obtain constant application and
measurement with the PMT, a high voltage power supply is integrated into the system \(Optical Signal
Processor, YGOO-OSP; YoungerUSA).  Optical device: Any kind of microscope is suitable for the this
approach but inverted microscopes are easier to adapt for observation. We used the Olympus IMT2
microscope in our study. An objective lens with 10× or 20× magni�cation is good for observation.
Critical\! Water/oil immersion lenses have not been tried out for this experiment.  Non-invasive Micro-test
System: The system \(BIO-IM, YoungerUSA, US) was constructed as originally descriptions 16, 17. The
optrode is moved by a three-dimensional stepper motor \(YGOO-LTS YoungerUSA USA), that has
submicron step resolution. For �ux measurements the typical distance is 10 μm. A lock-in ampli�er \
(SR530 SRS USA) ampli�er analyzes the phase angle associated with the �uorescent lifetime of the dye
using frequency domain analysis approaches.  Calibration and recording chamber: A small Petri-dish of
5 cm diameter was chosen as a calibration chamber for optrodes and recording experiments. Any
transparent container can be used as the chamber. Critical\! The edge of the chamber should not be so
high as to prevent the microsensor from reaching the samples, and the bottom of the chamber can be
specially treated to avoid interfere with microscopic observation.

Procedure
EQUIPMENT SETUP Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of the NMT-OO system in our study. The
software, imFLUX \(YoungeUSA), controls several basic components of this system by adjusting the
power supply, imaging with a digital camera, and managing the main component: the optrodes. The
following describes the construction of the measuring system: A LED power supplier controls the voltage
signal to a blue LED \(503–505 nm). A 20× microscope \(Newport, USA) objective focuses light from the
LED onto the optical �ber, which is coupled to a blue �lter leading the excitation light to the MicroTip-Fiber
Optic Oxygen Sensor \(World Precision Instruments, USA). Fluorescence emission is conducted by the
�bers and split by the �ber coupler again. When the red �uorescence signal reaches the PMT \
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(Hamamatsu, Japan), the signals are transformed into electrical signals and conducted into a Lock-in-
Ampli�er \(SRS 530). Then, the phase shift and �uorescence intensities are recorded by the computer and
analyzed by imFLUX \(YoungerUSA USA). PROCEDURE Experimental measurements 1. Calibration of the
optrode: We calibrated the optrode in the calibration medium with two different concentrations of oxygen
\(0 and 21% oxygen). The phase angles of the �uorescence signals of these two concentrations were
measured and a linear slope was calculated. ? TROUBLESHOOTING 2. Equilibration of plant material:
The 4-day-old seedlings were dipped into the measuring buffer \(½ MS liquid medium) for 30 minutes
before measuring. 3. Immobilizing the plant material: The measurement of oxygen �ux with the optrode
occurs in an aqueous environment; therefore, we needed to immobilize the sample to avoiding unwanted
stirring, and movement. The method used to immobilize the sample must be gentle enough to prevent
mechanical damage to the tissues and allow free access of the optrode to measure the tissue. As shown
in Figure 3a, we used two small pieces of �lter paper to clamp the root of Arabidopsis, leaving about 2–3
mm of the root tip free for microsensor measurement. ? TROUBLESHOOTING 4. Adjusting the measuring
position of the optrode by a stepper motor: Caution\! The tip of the optrode sensor is fragile. Move the
optrode gently to avoid breaking the tip. 5. At each measuring point, the optrode is vibrating between two
positions at a distance of 30 μm \(Figure 3a). We set an optimal vibration frequency to avoid stirring and
to obtain stable results with 2 seconds of quiet time before measuring and 1.92 seconds of measurement
at each position in our experiments. Thus, time of measurement at each position is 8.6 seconds at each
measuring point. ? TROUBLESHOOTING 6. Start the measurement with a reference measure by placing
the optrode in a background place, i.e., in the medium as far away from the sample as possible \(Figure
3b). When the base level of oxygen �ux in the environment is steady at a baseline, move the tip of the
optrode to a position near \(5 μm) the periphery of the sample root \(Figure 3b). Measurement of oxygen
�ux in the background position and the rhizophere of Arabidopsis are shown in Figure 3c. 7. Based on the
aim of the experiment, we can adjust control probe positioning and angle of oscillation. As shown in
Figure 4a, we mapped the oxygen �ux rate on the periphery of the root apical region in Arabidopsis. We
also analyzed the effect of hydrogen peroxide \(H2O2) on the oxygen �ux rate as shown in Figure 4b.

Timing
Steps 1 and 2: 30 minutes to select an optimal vibration frequency and phase angle for measurement.
Step 3: Equilibration requires 30 minutes. We can perform this step at the same time as steps 1 and 2.
Step 4: 5 minutes Step 5: 20 minutes. Steps 6–7: 30–45 minutes for a single experiment.

Troubleshooting
Step 1: Problem: Large differences in empirical values; Possible reasons: 1. The calibration medium was
not bubbled enough. 2. Contamination or inactivation at the optrode sensor tip. Solution: 1. Bubble the
medium with N2 or air for a longer time. 2. Clean the optrode or use a new one. Step 3: Problem: Roots are
moving during the measurement. Possible reasons: The access tip region is too long. Solution: Leave
only 2–3 mm of the root tip free. Step 5: Problem: Unsettled results. Possible reasons: 1. The optrode is
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not �xed properly on the stepper motor. 2. The quiet time for measurement is too short. Solution: 1. Fix it
tightly. 2. Prolong the quiet time to avoid possible stirring effects.

Anticipated Results
ANTICIPATED RESULTS: Roots are heterotrophic tissues in plant bodies, taking up oxygen from the
environment for growth and metabolism. The rhizosphere oxygen �ux results in a net in�ux value in
experiments \(Figure 2C). As shown in Figure 3A, the peak oxygen in�ux value occurred 0.2 mm back
from the root tip, coinciding with the root apical transition zone, which has also a peak value of auxin
in�ux and high cell elongation and development rate 18, 19 20. Lack of NADPH-oxidase results in a reduced
root elongation and may alter respiratory activity at the rhizophere of the apical root elongation zone13, 14.
The oxygen in�ux rate is reduced signi�cantly in the atrbohD/F double mutant \(Figure 3A). Dark-grown
seedlings have a low respiratory rate and metabolism at the root meristem and elongation zone 15. Thus,
the oxygen in�ux rate in dark-grown Arabidopsis seedlings is signi�cantly decreased \(Figure 3A). H2O2, a
typical ROS signal molecule, also changes the rhizosphere oxygen �ux dramatically \(Figure 3B).
CONCLUSION In conclusion, we describe here a real-time and non-invasive probe system with highly
sensitivity for detecting the oxygen �ux rate in plant system.
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Figure 1

Principle of �uorescence quenching of the �uorescent dye (PtTFPP) by oxygen Refer to Box 1
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Figure 2

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the circuit of a SR optrode system. Figure 2 shows the schematic
diagram of the SR optrode system in our study. The software, imFLUX, controls several basic
components of this system, including adjusting the power supply, imaging with a digital camera, and
managing the main component: the optrode system. We described the construction of the measuring
system here: A LED power supplier controls the voltage signal to a blue LED (503–505 nm). An optical
�ber coupled with a blue band-pass �lter leads this excitation light to the MicroTip-Fiber Optic Oxygen
Sensor, which has the �uorescence reporter, PtTFPP, on the micro-tip. Fluorescence emission (630–640
nm) is conducted by the �bers and split by the �ber coupler again. When the red �uorescence signal
reaches the PMT, the signals are multiplied and transformed into electrical signals and conducted into an
ampli�er. Then, the phase shift and �uorescence intensities are recorded by the computer and analyzed
by imFLUX.
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Figure 3

Setting the measuring chamber and measuring the ground level oxygen �ux. A photo (left) and a
microscopy image (right) show the chamber for measuring rhizosphere oxygen �ux in Arabidopsis roots.
Filter paper was used to gently immobilize the root tip while allowing free access to the optrode
microsensor (yellow arrow). (b) A schematic diagram showing the measuring position of the blank
aqueous medium (10 mm from the root, left) and rhizosphere measurement (5 μm from the root). (c) An
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oxygen �ux pro�le showing the oxygen �ux in the blank aqueous medium for about 3 minutes. The
optrode was then moved to the root surface region for rhizosphere measurement (5 μm from the root
surface). A positive number indicates e�ux of oxygen while a negative number indicates in�ux.

Figure 4

Measurement of rhizosphere oxygen �ux in 4-day-old Arabidopsis. Rhizosphere oxygen �ux pro�les from
the end of an Arabidopsis root tip and up to 300 μm above it. Blue curve: WT seedling grown under light
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conditions; brown curve: WT seedling grown under dark conditions; purple curve: _atrbohD/F_ double
mutant grown under light conditions. We set the optrode moving along the root tissue with a step
distance of 20 μm. Error bars indicate the standard errors from four seedlings. (b) The effect of
H~2~O~2~ on the rhizosphere oxygen �ux in Arabidopsis roots is shown by the blue curve. The
measurement conducted at a measuring position in the apical elongation zone (200 μm up from the root
tip). When the measured value of oxygen �ux is stable (around 20 pmol cm^–2^ s^–1^), H~2~O~2~
containing medium is added to the measuring chamber to a �nal concentration of 30 ppm. The net
oxygen in�ux in the rhizosphere quickly changed to a net oxygen e�ux with a stable value (around 35
pmol cm^–2^ s^–1^). After washing out all of the H~2~O~2~ with the measuring medium, net oxygen
in�ux resumes. The purple curve indicates that the oxygen �ux rate did not signi�cantly change in the
blank aqueous medium (10 mm from the root).

Figure 5
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Box 1 Box 1. Basis of the oxygen-speci�c optrode The principle of oxygen measurement with the optrode
is based on the effect of �uorescence quenching by oxygen molecules in the �uorescence dye, PtTFPP.
As shown in the schematic model (Figure 1), the collision between an excited PtTFPP molecule and an
oxygen molecule results in energy transfer to the oxygen. Therefore, the PtTFPP is quenched to its ground
state without emission of �uorescence signals. A dynamic relationship between the oxygen concentration
and the �uorescence intensity, as well as duration, is described in the Stern–Volmer-equation (Formula 1).
In consideration of noise, drift, photobleaching effects, and sensor lifetime, �uorescence lifetime-based
measurements have signi�cant advantages over �uorescence intensity-based methods. The relationship
between the measured phase angle and the �uorescent decay time is described in (Formula 2). Therefore,
the Stern–Volmer equation displays a linear correlation between decay time and phase angle of
�uorescent signals and oxygen concentration (Formula 3). _I~0~/I = T~0~/T = 1 + KSV [O~2~]_ (1)
_tan(φ) = 2π•f•T_ (2) _tan(φ~0~)/ tan(φ~1~) = T~0~/T~1~ =1 + KSV [O~2~]_ (3) I: �uorescence
intensities T: decay time of �uorescence signals KSV: Stern–Volmer constant [O2]: oxygen concentration
φ = phase angle f = frequency of modulation

Figure 6

Box 2 Box 2. Principle of the �uorescence lifetime-based SR optrode Based on Fick’s law (see
Introduction), application of the SR system provides a real-time and noninvasive measurement of the �ux
of analytes at the surface of cells/tissues. In the SR system, a microsensor vibrates between two
positions and measures the concentration of analytes there. The optrode is such a microsensor to
measure the concentration of analytes by analyzing the optical characters of �uorescent dyes
immobilized on the tip of an optical �ber. The �uorescent signals are sensed and transducted into
electrode signals by the PMT device, and the �uorescence decay and phase angle (φ) of the �uorescent
signals are ampli�ed and measured by a computer. In the working range of oxygen concentrations (0–
21%), the measurement of phase angles is linearly related to the oxygen concentration9. Thus, the
oxygen �ux between two measured points can be determined using the following formula (Formula 4):
_J~O2~ = –D[(φ1-φ2)/–m/δX]_ (4) _J~O2~_ = oxygen �ux [pmol cm^–2^ s^–1^], D = diffusion
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coe�cient for oxygen molecules in the aqueous medium (2.42 × 10^–5^ cm^2^ s^–1^) φ~1~ = phase
angle at the near pole φ~2~ = phase angle at the far pole m = linear slope obtained by the optrode
calibration δX = distance between the near and far poles
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